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WiTH TARVIA,it is easy to build non-skid roads that
will provide lastingly safe traction for high-powered, high·
Junction Bancroft Road and U.S. Highway
No. 20, Lucas County, Ohio. Tarvia-built.

speed automobiles.
Tarvia holds the stone aggregate firmly in place and

exposed on the road, thus providing a slightly granular
surface on which tires get a firm tread-hold. Beneath
the surface Tarvia remains thickly viscous and retains its
Close-up view of a Tarvia road
showing the exposed rough
stone surface that provides
non-skid traction.

lasting binding power. There is no oily surplus to work
up over the aggregate to form a slippery, dangerous
pavement.
To road officials and highway engineers this matter of
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traffic safety is of equal importance with durability and
low cost. Tarvia roads qualify on all counts. Easy and
inexpensive to build, with only the most economical maintenance they will last for many years-always smooth,
easy-riding and non-skid.
The Tarvia field man will gladly tell you more about
Tarvia,

Phone, wire or write our nearest office.

GOOD ROADS
at LOW COST
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PENOLITHIC PAVEMENT
MORE PENOLITHIC ON U. S. ROUTE NO. 1
Penolithic is now under construction on Route No. 1
between Holden and Dedham, and on the same Route
at Ellsworth.
See this special non-skid pavement which has given such
excellent service on New Hampshire's heavily traveled
Route No. 1.

WARREN BROTHERS ROADS COMPANY
BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS

DEPENDABLE

SERVICE

Reinforcing Steel

Steel Products

Bolts - Rods and Accessories
Page Fence
Chain Link and Wrot Iron
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Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills Co.
Mills and Office: South Portland, Maine
Telephone: - Forest - 4640
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Dragon Super Cement* is a super cement in more respects than that of high
early strength. It also produces high
ultimate strength concrete, extra hard concrete, watertight concrete, and concrete
more resistant to acids, alkalis, sea
water, sulphur water, and other forms
of severe exposure.
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100 YEARS EXPERIENCE

....

The Lawrence Portland Cement Company, manufacturers
of DRAGON
Super Cement, is the heritage of u
business which commenced activiries
with the manufacturer
of natural
cement in 1832.

*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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But that is not all ... Before hardening, Dragon Super Cement mixtures
are unusually plastic, and remain plastic for an extended period for a rapid
hardening cement. Because of this feature no admixtures are required to facilitate placement in thin sections containing closely spaced reinforcing, to
prevent segregation in transportation
by truck or thru chutes, or to obtain
the maximum results in finishing.
Dragon Super Cement, despite these
additional features, costs no more than
other high early strength portland cements. Try it on your next job.

CEMENT

COMPANY

of Dragon Portland Cement for more than 40 years

75 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA
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Protecting Our Hiqhuiau Investment

X

N THE almost universal call for reduced tax levies the taxing bodies
are likely to cut indiscriminately.
If this is done highway main-

tenance funds will suffer.
There should be a clear distinction between maintenance money and other
highway funds. Maintenance funds are a kind of insurance to preserve the
integrity of existing highway investments. The omission of a piece of new
construction may be inconvenient but probably will not cause any direct loss.
The omission of necessary maintenance operations may result in a very great
direct money loss.
A highway is necessarily subjected to disintegrating agencies of various
kinds. Weather alone will cause a road surface to deteriorate even if little or
no traffic uses the road, if the road is not properly maintained. Temperature
changes, water, and freezing and thawing all have their effect on unprotected
road surfaces. In addition to these agencies traffic crushes with its weight and
tears and abrades with its fast moving wheels. Constant maintenance is necessary to counteract these forces and to replace and repair their effects. Neglect
of maintenance will rapidly destroy the original investment. Not only are these
forces destructive of themselves but their effect is cumulative. Once a road starts
to break down because of neglected maintenance, it is rapidly headed for partial
or complete destruction.
Delay in construction projects is not ordinarily a serious matter. The use of
the structure is lost to be sure, but it can be built just as well at a later date.
Not so with maintenance operations. They must be done when needed. Delay
means more cost and much delay may mean a complete re-building job instead
of an inexpensive minor repair.
It is estimated that about two billion dollars were invested in highway construction in the United States from 1923 to 1930. This enormous investment
is endangered by the tendency to still further reduce the comparatively small
maintenance funds necessary to keep the roads and streets in shape.
Adequate maintenance gives direct return to the road user by keeping the
road surface in proper condition. It costs much less to operate a motor vehicle over a smooth, well maintained road than over a rough, pitted, uneven
highway surface. This saving is in addition to that produced by keeping the
original investment intact.
Adequate transportation facilities are a necessary part of our national life.
No one would want to do without roads or with less roads than we have. However, if maintenance is neglected we will have less roads because some of them
will rapidly become unsatisfactory for traffic.
Funds for maintenance must be provided to protect our investment in highways and to keep our highway facilities up to their present level. Road conditions are never static. They are either becoming better or worse. Adequate
maintenance may make them better, inadequate maintenance is sure to make
them rapidly worse. The answer is--Do not cut the maintenance funds.

Emerqencq Relief Legislation

Provides Additional Funds for
State Hiqhusau Construction
By WILLIS E. SWIFT
Member Maine State Highway Commission

MR.

SWIFT

The "Emergency Relief a n d
Construction Act of 1932" was
approved on July 21. Its purpose was to "Relieve destitution,
to broaden the lending powers of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and to create employment by providing for, and expe-

diting, a public works program".
The provisions of Title III (Sec. 301, (a), ( 1) ) of
this act are of special interest and importance to state
highway departments of the country. This section makes
an appropriation of $120,000,000 to be apportioned
among the states for expenditure in emergency construction on the Federal-aid highway system.
Funds are pro-rated to the states by the same method
as regular Federal aid. The fund is not turned over to
the State for unrestricted use but must be used with
regular Federal aid and must be expended for construction on the Federal-aid highway system. From the
general apportionment to each state, allotments are
made to definite Federal-aid highway projects, and the

Reducing a dangerous cun;e on Route 100, at western
entrance to Pittsfield
state is reimbursed both for regular and emergency funds.
On each project reimbursement is usually made through
partial payments and a final payment as the construction
progresses and is completed. Before any reimbursement
can be made to the state, either from regular or
Page Eight

emergency Federal aid funds, satisfactory vouchers,
covering expenditures by the state, must be submitted to
the Bureau of Public Roads. The method of handling
reimbursement payments is very similar to the method
used by the State Highway Department in making reimbursements to towns on account of state aid road construction.
Before any definite project allotments of regular
Federal aid or emergency Federal aid can be made, surveys must be completed and detail plans and estimates
of costs for each project must be submitted to the Bureau
of Public Roads for approval. After bids have been received the award of contract must also be approved by
the Bureau.
After estimates and plans have been approved, agreements are made between the Federal Government and the
State covering the conditions of carrying out the project
and allotment of funds, a separate agreement being made
for each project.
The sums apportioned under this emergency act are
available as a temporary advance of funds to meet
the provisions of the Federal Highway Act as to state
funds required on Federal-aid projects, and are limited
in amount to the payments by the state for work actually
performed on emergency projects before July 1, 1933.
Ordinarily the financing of a Federal-aid highway
project includes the participation by the Federal Government from regular Federal-aid funds and participation
by the state from state funds. For instance, in the case of
a regular Federal-aid project, five miles in length, and
costing $100,000, the construction cost would be equally
divided, that is, the Federal Government would pay
$50,000 and the state $50,000. The present emergency
fund is to lake the place of the amount usually furnished
from slate funds, and in the above case, as an emergency
project, regular Federal aid would pay $50,000 and
emergency Federal aid would pay $50,000, provided the
work is completed on July 1, 1933; otherwise the slate
must pay from slate funds the co t of all work done after
that date.
Emergency fund must be matched against regular
Federal aid, but owing lo the varying ratio of unobligated
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regular Federal aid to emergency fund apportionments
in the different states, it does not appear reasonable that
regular and emergency Federal funds can participate on
a fifty-fifty basis. For instance, in Maine, as of July 20,
1932, the unobligated balance of regular Federal aid was
about $240,000 while the apportionment to Maine from
the Federal emergency fund is $1,067,079. As far as we
know at this time, the Bureau of Public Roads will agree
to emergency projects on the basis of twenty per cent
from regular Federal aid and eighty per cent from
emergency funds, as far as Maine is concerned.
In the forty-eight states and Hawaii, as of June 30 of
this year, over $61,000,000 of regular Federal aid funds
was available for new projects.
Other Restrictions

In addition to the date of completion fixed in the law
there are other
restrictions:
"The amounts
advanced
from the emergency

appro-

priation must
be reimbursed
to the Fed e r a 1 Government over a
period of ten
years, com mencing
with the fiscal
year 1938, by
making
ann u a 1 deductions from the
regular apportionments
made
under
Construction View Showing a Section of
future authorizations f o r
carrying out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act,"
that is, whatever amount is advanced to a state from this
fund of $120,000,000 will be collected by deducting onetenth of the advance each year from future apportionments of regular Federal aid, beginning with 1938.
All contracts let for constructing projects with
emergency funds must contain provisions fixing mmimum rates of wages, to be predetermined by the state
highway departments, which contractors shall pay to
skilled and unskilled labor, which rates must be stated
in the invitation for bids and in proposals submitted for
the work.

No convict labor shall be directly employed on any
emergency project, and, except in executive, administrative and supervisory positions, so far as practicable, no
individual employed on any such project shall be permitted to work more than thirty hours in any one
week. In the employment of labor preference shall be
given, when they are qualified, to ex-service men with
dependents.
Specifications for projects constructed with emergency
funds must contain special provisions prepared or approved by the Bureau of Public Roads, designed to provide the maximum employment of local labor consistent with reasonable economy of construction.
Labor Provisions

The Bureau of Public Roads has submitted an outline of the requirements as to special provisions, and following
out
these requirements the Department has
prepared th e
following gene r a 1 special
provisions
with reference
to labor:
In carrying
out the provisions of this
contract, t h e
contractor
shall employ
such labor
and under
such terms
and conditions
as shall be approved by the
authorized representative of the
contractthe Concrete Road Work on Route 100
ing
department.
After meeting the requirements. of Article 16 of
Section 7 of the standard specifications, in giving employment to inhabitants of the town in which the work
is located, the contractor shall give preference to the
employment of citizens of the State of Maine.
Preference in employment shall be given to trucks
owned by citizens of the State of Maine.
The contractor shall employ labor, as far as it is
available, from lists furnished by the municipal officers of the town in which the work is located, giving
preference in selection from such lists, where qualified,
to ex-service men with dependents.
The contractor shall inform the municipal officers
of his needs for labor and request a list of names from
which he may select his requirements.
Should the
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(3ood Progress Being ffiade On new Concrete
Hiqbuxnj In Ileuiport Pittsfield Localities
r-'

Top: Straight through! The reducing of a bad curve between the villages of Pittsfield and Newport. Left
Center: Where the aggregates come from. A busy spot from dawn to dark. Right Center: Another bad curve,
[uet: east of Newport village, passes into history. Bottom: On the way to Bangor, this stretch will furnish motorists with new road pleasure very shortly. (These pictures taken on irroject« of which Wyman & Simpson, Inc.,
and Amos D. Bridge's Sons, Tnc., are the respective conbractins.}
municipal officers fail to supply such lists within fortyeight hours after the receipt of such request, the contractor shall be free to employ any citizen of the state,
provided, however, that, when qualified, ex-service men
with dependents shall be given preference.
The contractor may employ such men as are necessary for the supervision of the construction and for
the operation of power equipment requiring skilled
operators without regard to such lists.
Any laborer found to be incompetent may be discharged, but it will be required that replacement be
made from lists furnished by the municipal officers
when such lists are available.
The contractor may be released from the requirement of obtaining labor from local labor lists upon

satisfactory
evidence of unfair or discriminatory
practices in the establishment of the local labor lists.
Skilled and unskilled laborers shall not be permitted to work more than thirty hours in any one week.
The minimum wage paid to all unskilled labor employed on this contract, shall be thirty-five cents per
hour.
The minimum wage paid to all skilled labor employed on this contract shall be forty cents per hour.
Two copies of all payrolls, certified under oath by
the contractor or his authorized representative, shall be
filed with the engineer, showing the name of each employee, place of legal residence, class of work, rate
paid, hours worked, and the county from which the

(Continued on Page 20)
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HIGHWA-Y,}PROGRAM
Lucius D Barrows
CHIEF

ENGINEER

The use of explosives to accelerate fill
settlement, thereby speeding the work of
highway construction and placing it on a
more permanent basis, has been introduced on several projects in Maine this
season. To date, general results indicate
that this experimental undertaking is
highly satisfactory.
MR. eARRows
"Shooting muck" is the popular term
applied to this comparatively new method, and the expression is quite self-explanatory.
In short, it means the
removing of unstable material in the path of construction
through the use of dynamite. Included among those engineers from the Highway department who have had experience with this method of blasting are David A. Smith,
Dana T. Bartlett, Jr., Edward S. Metcalf, Charles H. Fol-

"SHOOTING

som, W. S. Barton, H. 0. Beals, Sylvester

L. Poor, L. E.

St. Pierre and John Alden.
One experiment in this type of blasting was recently
tried on Route 100, a short distance west of Pittsfield
village, Engineer Smith in charge. In the process of reducing a sharp curve, it became necessary to change the
center of the old highway, which crossed a section of
marshland.
Soundings were taken to determine the depth of the
muck to be blown, after which pipes were staggered
about five feet apart and driven down to a depth of
twelve to fourteen feet. Each unit was loaded with some
twenty-five pounds of dynamite.
The result of the blast was to entirely blow out the
muck and to open a hard-bottomed trench for gravel fill,

MUCK" ON ROUTE 100, IN PITTSFIELD

Top: These two pictures show process of staggering and loading the pipe preparatory to blasting.
Bottom: Quick work by both photographer and camera caught the "shot", on the left, going up; on the right,
corning down.
Page Eleven
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thereby expediting the laying of the concrete surface
without danger of the road settling.
Where soundings show the unstable matter to exceed
a depth of approximately fourteen feet, load blasting becomes necessary. Frequently this method must be repeated several times and relief trenches opened, before
striking hard bottom. Once this base is reached, however, permanency of construction, with a solid and even
top, is assured.
In the straightening of a stretch of highway at Twin
Curves, on Ossipee Trail, Route 25, in the vicinity of
Gorham, explosives were likewise used. Engineer Bartlett is in charge for the State on this project, Amos D.
Bridge's Sons, Inc., of Hazardville, Conn., having the
contract.

The result: Muck entirely removed, leaving hardbottomed trench for fill
This instance of fill called for the replacing of the
unstable material with rock. A ditch was consequently
blasted through the bog, after which the rock was
dumped in, taking the place of the muck and furnishing a
firm foundation for the cut-off, which is to be a concrete
surfaced highway.
The excavation required, in order to reach solid bottom, was about thirty feet in width, with an average
depth of six feet. It was blasted in sections of three
hundred and one hundred feet and the cross section
method of wide ditch blasting followed. In this case,
propagation shooting was used; that is, one of the
central holes being the only charge primed, explosive
waves being carried from the moisture in the soil. The
following, taken in part from a recent issue of The Earth
Mover, furnishes some specific and timely details:
"The loading system consisted of a center line of holes
on two-foot centers loaded with four one-half pound
sticks of dynamite to a hole, and lateral rows spaced six
feet apart, with holes on two-foot centers loaded with
three one-half pound sticks of explosive in each hole.
These holes were about three feet deep. Approximately
850 pounds of dynamite were used for blasting the larger

section and about 250 pounds for the 100-foot section.
"At the same time the 100-foot section was blasted, the
course of the stream running through the bog was corrected by blasting to divert the flow of water direct to a
culvert which was later put in under the new road bed.
A number of stumps in the right of way were blown out
along with the peat, mud and undergrowth.
"Immediately following the blasting of the unstable
material, work was started on dumping the fill, which
was ledge rock from a cut made at another point on the
highway
"
Heavier traffic, speedier transportation, an ever-growing
use of the highways, the demands of economy and the
demands of the public for the hastening of construction
work combine to represent a few of the causes which

Another view indicating height of blast, as compared
to nearby buildings
have led, either directly or indirectly, to this new use of
explosives in road building work.
In years past, explosive material was for the most
part regarded as a utility for the removing of ledge, or
other heavy natural matter. Its forerunner, in highway
construction, as is quite generally known, was heat, as
applied to the rock through the medium of large bonfires. Eventually, cracks appeared and it became possible to remove the unnecessary material with ease.
The utilization of explosives in the removal of muck,
or other light material, comes as a revolutionary move in
highway work, with possibilities of unusual promise.
Reasons for the growing interest in roadside development work are numerous and practical. Some of the
more apparent benefits may be listed at random as follows: attractive roadsides encourage recreational use of
highways and the public land and help develop a sense
of community pride; roadside control makes travel safer
by revealing hazards, eliminating obstructions to vision
and reducing fire danger, to name only a few safety
benefits; erosion may be eliminated by planting and
seeding slopes and embankments.-Better Roads.

Route I-Ellsworth,
Ellsworth Falls Bridge: Temporary bridge provided.
Route I-Indian
Township, Huntley Brook Bridge:
Temporary bridge provided.
Route I-Lincolnville,
Duck Trap Bridge:
Temporary bridge provided.
Route I-Newcastle,
Marsh Bridge:
Temporary
bridge provided.
Route I-Waldoboro,
New Medomak Bridge: Traffic
using old road.
Route 2-Macwahoc, Molunkus Bridge: Temporary
bridge provided.
Route 2-Island
F a 11 s,
Iron Bridge:
Temporary
bridge provided.
Route 4--Turner, Turner
Bridge: Temporary bridge
provided.
Route 26--0xford, Little
Androscoggin Bridge: Traffic using old bridge.
R o u t e 100--Pittsfield,
Main Street Bridge:
New
Bridge open for traffic.
Route I00-0ak1
and,
Dunn Edge: Detour.
Route 117-H arr is on,
W oodsum Bridge:
Traffic
using old bridge.
R o u t e I2I-Minot-PoTop: View of the new Wiscassetland, Hackett Mills Bridge:
Edgecomb bridge, completed in
Temporary
bridge
across
1932, on Route 1.
street railroad bridge.
Route I37-Belfast, White
Left center:
Approach to the
Maine Kennebec bridge on Route
Bridge:
Traffic using old
197, as seen from the Richmond
bridge.
side.
Route
I65-Limestone,
Right center: New bridge over
Bridge Street B r i d g e :
Eastern River at Dresden Mills on
Temporary bridge provided.
Route 127.
Route . I65-Hamlin
Pl.,
Martin Brook Bridge:
Not
Bottom: A gun-barrel sight along
the guard rail of the new bridge
yet started.
over M. C. R. R. tracks, near
Route I66--Reed, WytoMontsweag Farm, Route 1, in
pitlock Bridge: Temporary
Woolwich.
bridge provided.
Route I 7 4--0rland,
Orland River Bridge: New bridge open to traffic.
Route I 75-Penobscot, Clement Brook Bridge: Work
not yet started.
Route I89-Lubec, Kelly Bridge: Temporary bridge
provided.
Route 20I-Anson, North Anson Bridge: Temporary
bridge provided.
(Continued on Page 24)

HE latter part of August found completed and
opened to traffic a number of the bridges in Maine
included in the I932 program.
The present Summer season has been very favorable
for bridge construction work, excellent progress being
made for the most part.
The following list includes both projects now under
construction and those to be started in the near future:
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A Storq

ffiites Collected in ~as
er axes er otal millions of
Dollars for State's Hiqhniai]
Construction

of
Pennies
By LELIA E. GRIFFIN
Chief Clerk, Gasoline Tax Division

HEN riding over any of the many miles of
Maine's beautiful highways built at great per
capita costs in view of the fact that the population of Maine is approximately that of metropolitan
Boston, one wonders, if one can forget temporarily the
charming scenes which strike the eye, how it is possible
for the state to keep these highways in such good condition without over-assessing the inhabitants.
Legislators puzzled over the same problem for many
sessions and finally arrived at the decision that the most
equitable means of taxing the road-using population
would be through a system of assessing the users of the
highways. With that object in view law makers concluded that there could be no fairer way of raising the
revenue necessary than through a system of gasoline

W

taxation.
As originally enacted the act imposing a tax on motor
fuel became effective July 7, 1923. At that time the assessment on gasoline was one cent per gallon.
During
the remaining six months of that year the State derived
in income from the gas tax $286,140.90. Receipts during the following year totalled $522,409.98.
In 1925 legislators were so impressed with the necessity of raising even more revenue for the purpose of
building and maintaining highways that, after due deliberation, they decided there was no better way to
accomplish their purpose than by increasing the tax on
gasoline. Therefore, at the 1924-25 session legislation
was introduced and enacted which rendered effective on
July 11, 1925, a three cent per gallon tax. The income
from the tax in 1925 totaled $1,283,874.66 or more than
a nine per cent gain over the preceding year.
Tax Increased To Four Cents
Desire to gain more monies through taxation of road
users again struck the legislative bumps of lawmakers,
who realized that one of the State's great assets is in the
vacation land of America idea. Again the legislature
boosted the motor vehicle fuel levy and on October 9,
1927 the present four cent tax became effective. During
that year with both the three and four cent assessment
in effect the revenue collected by the state reached
$2,344,347 .41. This figure represented a gain of more
than twenty per cent over the preceding year's mark.
Page Fourteen

In 1928 with almost a ten per cent increase the total
collections soared to $3,288,178.34.
In 1929 the receipts were sixteen per cent higher than the year before, with the total amount collected hitting the $3,841,475.92 mark.
In 1930 the figure had increased to
$4,347,071.24, a gain of over thirteen per cent. In 1931
when the revenue totaled $4,622,748.71, a gain of more
than six per cent was recorded.
Until January l, 1932, the gasoline tax was ably administered by the State Auditor. Since that time, under
the provisions of the Administrative Code act, Frank H.
Holley, State Tax Assessor, has been in charge of the
work.
Special Session To Amend Law
On April 1 of the present year a special session of the
Maine legislature was called for the purpose of amending the gasoline tax law. This action was thought
necessary because of a decision of the Supreme Judicial
Court on February 24 in the case of William S. Owen,
State Treasurer vs. The Standard Oil Company of New
York, Inc., in favor of the defendant c<;>mpany. This
was a test case brought by the State to collect a tax on
gasoline used by the defendant company in its own
trucks, during the month of March 1931. Up to this
time this company had paid the tax on gasoline so used.
The case was submitted to the Law Court on an agreed
statement of facts. The sole question at issue was the
interpretation of Sections 79-89 of Chapter 12 of the
Revised Statutes in their application to the gasoline
used. The effect of this decision caused a probable loss
of from $50,000 to $250,000 annually to the state, besides introducing considerable uncertainty as to the
effect and meaning of the statute. During the special
session the law was so amended that the used gasoline
is now taxable. This legislation became effective April
1 of the present year and thus a large loss in the levy
on motor vehicle fuel was averted.
Rebates Allowed
A rebate of three cents per gallon is made to any person, firm or corporation buying and using gasoline for
the purpose of operating motor boats, tractors not used
(Continued

on page 30)

Back Home
view of the White Mountains. Here we turn northward
on route 2 and route 26 and follow the tranquil Androscoggin to Newry where the Bear River joins with the
Androscoggin. Here route 26 again starts on its own up
the beautiful Bear River valley rimmed in by mountains
on all sides. Puzzle mountain is on our right, with
White-Cap on our left and above that in the town of
Grafton "Old Spec" topped with a lookout tower and
said to be the third highest mountain in the state. Old
Spec is located in Grafton Notch and because of its
wildness a n d
actly where
grandeur t h e
that home is
most beautiful
but it is somenotch in the
where a 1 on g
who le White
the route 26
Mountain
where we start
Chain and its
our tour
at
border range.
Norway-Paris.
There
are
I use this ex numer ous
pression Norfreaks of naway-Paris by
ture in this
request of that
notch
that
grand
old
should be vissportsman
ited. Screw
Fred Sanborn
Auger Falls is
of Norway.
the first o n e
Some four
and is located
years
ago
on the
leftwhile fishing
hand side of
Rapid River this voice bethe road by the first
hind me said, "Isola, the
Forestry Department
next time you get out a highcamp site. Here nature
way map don't say Norway and
has worked for y e a r s
South Paris, say Norway dash Paris
cutting a twisting, cork-screw
as we are but one community."
channel through the rocks.
looked around and there was Fred SanAbout a mile above this on the
born.
same side of the road is the "jail",
From Norway we start out on a beautianother interesting rock formation and
ful cement road through South Paris vilone through which every one must crawl
lage, by Snow Falls where a valiant hunter
to be considered a true Grafton N otchite.
named Snow was killed by a band of maraudWe
continue on our way for about four
ing Indians who came upon two trappers named
miles
coming
closer and closer to Old Spec all
Snow and Stinchfield while they were in their
Snow Falls
the
time
when
on the right-hand side will be
camp pitched on the east side of the river beside
seen a sign "Moose Cave", which is another interesting
the falls, West Paris, Bryant's Pond, with beautiful Lake
rock
formation in Bear River. But a few hundred feet
Christopher, Locke's Mills and its chain of lakes to
(Continued on Page 25)
Bethel, with its Paradise Hill, elm-shaded streets and its

Last month's difficulties with the alarm
clock and telephone are gone and forgotten for now we are going Back
Home. Back to a section where each turn
in the road brings memories of the past,
where each new face causes a heart throb
for those who have gone beyond, where
each tree, each babbling brook, each
MR. 1soLA
spear of grass breathes a welcome into
the land of yesterday. I am not going to tell you ex-
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less ages will further alter the appearance of these
F you do not climb mountains, doubtless you are like
mountains, but to all effect, during our span of life,
many others. . . . . quite at a loss to understand
mountains physically are permanent.
Their attributes
wherein the fascination lies. Do you see the long
are dignity and strength. They promote relaxation and
uphill tramp in terms of perspiration, lame muscles and
health, and they satisfy
burdensome packs, and
our craving for the beauwonder what compensates
tiful.
for it all?
Climb, and
To those who take the
you will learn why intime, to those who make
creasing n u m b e r s are
the effort, to get acc o n s t a ntl y clambering
quainted, mountains soon
around over our ranges,
become
an a n i m a t e
and you will be confriendly
thing,
sheltering
vinced that some priwild
life,
breaking
the
mordial urge impels peoforce
of
storms,
and
prople to expend energy purviding a source for the
suing this pastime. I betumbling brooks w h i c h
lieve the reason is easily
feed our 1 a k es and
stated.
streams.
Climbing, inMountain c 1 i m b i n g
telligently
done,
is a most
provides a change from
e
n
j
o
y
a
b
1
e
adventure.
our daily routine, perThere must be proper
haps as great a change as
equipment, omitting a 11
could be possible for
non-essentials, and there
most of us; and it is an
should be comfortable
unfailing inspiration to
and serviceable clothing,
those
who
take
the
maps, compass and other
trouble to reach the high
necessary
small articles,
places. There is never a
and
food
for
meals while
suggestion of monotony.
on the trail. The tramper
Nature has made no dupshould know what to exlicates! The permanency
pect for weather, the apof mountains precludes
proximate distances, and
disappointment when rewhat water supplies may
visited. They are too big
be depended upon in dry
to be moved, and little
seasons.
Usually some
can alter their appearknowledge of any terriance. In this transitory
An imposing cliff on Tumbledown Mountain, near Weld
tory can be secured with
age, it is refreshing to go
a little effort.
back again and again to
As a result of our rapidly expanding system of excelfind them unspoiled, to find the same imposing
grandeur, the same massive ridges, rugged skylines, im- lent highways, one may now penetrate the wilderness in
pressive cliffs and magnificent forests. The glacial age a few hours, with time enough left to climb some high

I

left it's mark upon our ranges, and the erosion of countPage Sixteen
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A person who gambled $17,000,000
with the hope of winning $100 could
expect to be questioned as to his or her
sanity. At the age of 35 we may expect
to live 1 7 ,000,000 more minutes; the 35
year old driver who twists his car out of
a traffic line to pass others on the brow
of a hill rolls dice with Death at the
MR. BRENNAN
ridiculous odds quoted above.
The man who sat beside me in the movies last night
gasped in horror and took a death-grip on my arm when
the heroine leaped from the cliffs to the rocks below. He
explained that the news stories of suicides by leaping
from sky scrapers made him ill; he covered his eyes as
the hero raced along roof-edges in pursuit of the villain.
Ten minutes afterward he swung his two-ton sedan out

traveller sees a certain romance associated with the duties
and responsibilities of the man in the cab. The safety
worker sees a marvelous and intricate system of safety
devices supplementing and checking his judgment. Only
a chosen few are allowed to take out the Limited.
Witness the automobile drivers.
Young, old, responsible, irresponsible, all take their places at the
wheel and guide two-ton weapons of destruction onto
the congested highways. There are no rails to eliminate
steering, no signal towers and written orders for them.
No years of careful training are necessary as in the
case of the locomotive engineer. To watch the track
ahead is not sufficient for other cars dash upon them
from the front, side and rear. Death hovers over the car
and its occupants a hundred times a mile while the
driver makes his split-second decisions.

SPEED TRANSLATED INTO STOPPING DISTANCES
A.CCIDE.NI"
COST
~2..500.?XJ.000

........ Distance car travels
in feet before driver can apply br.ikes
Minimum stopping
distances in feet by 4 wheel brakes

SCHOOL COST

$1.1.005)00.000
Z.f>lll\OM

i~b1LUON

Annual economic
loss due lo sulo
acc1denb~$ 2. 500,000.000

Annual cost of pubhc
school educ.al:ion in.
the Uni \:.ed States -

30
M\l[S

F2.2·-~,---4~·----1

:=.............

$2..200,000.000

of the traffic line at the brow of a hill, stepped on the
gas and gambled that no similar projectile would come
hurtling over the crest upon him. Because he gained a
WHOLE MINUTE AT THE RISK OF 17,000,000 a selfsatisfied smile played over his face. He did not shudder
or gasp in horror at his folly; he did not stop to think
that had a collision occurred the possible damage resulting would have been equivalent to the potential destructive force of the fall of an automobile from a ten
story building.
The public is prone to glorify the man who leans from
the cab of the express train, hand on throttle, eyes glued
to the track ahead. The engineer of the Limited can well
be thought of as Safety personified, standing, as he and
his associates do, between those scores of helpless passengers asleep in the coaches and destruction.
The

JiRsE

2.9'

tJ7'

---r-----.i...'

____,

BO'-------<

1_0_9:_·--------------------------------__.-1

When automobile drivers see in their luxurious cushions the padded seat of the locomotive engineer and
when they see in their accelerator the throttle of the
Limited a better appreciation of their responsibility will
be had. When those helpless passengers are seen in the
light of sleeping travellers in the Pullmans of the night
express there will not be so much chance-taking.
Only
when drivers agree that one is a fool to risk those 17,000,000 remaining minutes to gain but ONE and then
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT will any material improvement result.
Do you know 43 other motorists? One of these is going to kill a man, woman or child in their driving life!
Applying the same line of reasoning, supported by
statistics, two out of every three drivers will have to
shoulder the responsibility for hurting someone and one
out of every thirty-one drivers of your acquaintance is
going to sometime hurt a child under five years of age.
What are YOU going to do on that trip this afternoon?
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few miles from the coast. And Wayne is probably fifty
miles from the nearest naturally salt water, which would
seem to indicate need of a powerful breeze to carry even
the first few grains of sand to their present resting place.
It has been said that Freeport, or rather its site, may
have once been under the sea, but if the desert of that
locality is to be thus so miraculously explained, we'll
have to establish Wayne and other points within the state
as sharers with Freeport of the comforts of the briny
deep.

Some years ago a moving picture producing company
"shot" several of Holman Day's famous lumberjack tales
right here in Maine. If some Pine Tree State writer
will now make good in the Foreign Legion story field, the
producers will be able to film his work in his home
state, regardless of how far Maine may be from Africa's
Sahara.
Considerable has been written about the "Desert of
Maine", at Freeport on the Atlantic Highway. Nothing,
or at least less, has been said about other "deserts" scattered over the state. There is one at Wayne, one in Sidney, and others in various corners.
The "Sands of
Shiloh" have been mentioned frequently in articles concerning the Rev. Mr. Sandford's flock.
As a matter of fact however, Freeport's desert is the
largest and therefore worthy of the greatest renown.
Wayne's sand dunes run a close second with a decided
lack in publicity.

The novel sign that guides tourists to Maine's Sahara,
just off the Atlantic Highway
Scientists have yet to explain the raison d'etre of the
Freeport 300 acres and presumably would reach the same
end in attempting to solve the various other sand riddles.
But, for the good of the story teller, a number of legends
have leaped up to explain half facetiously the origin of
this tract and offset the dismal failure of the apparently
lonely serious endeavor to settle it all by calling attention to Freeport's proximity to the sea. The desert is a

Freeport's rolling dunes, extending over 300 acres
To get back to earth, or rather sand: Freeport's desert
is a serious problem. Over a period of a good many
years it has been gradually increasing in size, the winds
of each year bearing the unusually fine sand into further
green fields, causing the destruction of valuable land
and losses in the valuation of farms in the neighborhood.
There seems no reason to assume that 300 acres will
prove a deadline, and if not, just what is going to happen to landholders thereabouts in the course of years?
In addition to being very light, and therefore decidedly mobile, the sand of this miniature Sahara is of a number of unusual shades, ranging from light amber to dark
gray. Its strange texture makes it of no use commercially. Thus far the only advantage noted in connection with this strange condition at Freeport is that
some individuals have been able to realize through the
sale of soft drinks to perspiring folk visiting the far from
cold sands.
According to an aged resident of Freeport that town
became heir to its desert through the activities of a certain angry Durham bull that one day went on a rampage
for no reason in particular.
So violently did the
quadruped beat his hoofs upon the ground that the grass
spread apart, the very roots uprising. Goodly portions
of earth and edge were pounded into the finest of fine
sand. Pleased with his success, the bull continued his
(Continued

on Page 24)
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of white rock, but a glance through field glasses will reveal it to be a distant waterfall, waving ever so slight! y
(Continued from page 16)
as it plunges over some precipitous cliff. Clouds rising,
early in the day, may lift slowly until the head walls of
peak, a hundred miles or more from the starting point.
the ravines are reached and surmounted. The winds then
Who does not enjoy following some unfamiliar trail?
seize them, and they are whisked suddenly away, as
For the average person, it is his nearest approach to the
smoke
from a chimney. It is interesting to watch the
ways of the Indian. Would you believe that there are
patches
of light and shadow, produced by shifting clouds,
more than 1200 miles of trails in Maine? A wide asas
they
chase across the landscape. In autumn, the efsortment from which to choose, certainly!
Unfortunfect is further enhanced by the brilliant foliage, the
ately, however, too few know where they are. Here lies
panorama resembling a huge tapestry stretching away inan opportunity for development of another recreational
to the distance, woven by a Master hand, with a motif
field in a state already popular with vacationists.
which includes no repetiA large portion of the
tion.
Maine trails are mainAs one approaches the
tained by the Forestry
summit,
it is pleasant,
Department, others
by
That's our new slogan, and we think it will
while
r
e
s t i n g, to lie
p r i v a t e organizations.
be yours, too, when you have tasted the
stretched
out under the
They lead into regions
pleasures of a trip through Maine. "Tasted"
sky, on some patch of Alcontaining r e m a r kable
is correct.
pine grass; to breathe the
scenery. Let us take one
Ever taste lobster stew? A bowl of boilcool air, and to be reof these trails, and see
ing, creamy milk, salted and peppered and
freshed
by the breeze, for
what it offers. You will
just full of lobster meat. No time wasted in
the
air
is
seldom still. A
cracking claws.
Just meat in milk. You
see the logging roads, and
peaceful
silence
r eign s
have to go to Maine to get it that way. Me
paths, rank grasses in the
throughout.
The
sky is
for Maine!
lowlands, dense shade
infinite,
but
when
there
Like sardines?
Then stop in at · Lubec
and tangled growth in
are clouds, they seem
when the sardine boats come in from the Bay
the ravines, fallen trees,
very near. Silent! y they
of Fundy, and try them hot-with mustard.
and those marked by
drift!!
Actually, they
Me for Maine!
lightning. Waterfalls are
You
don't
have
to
stick
to
sea
food.
What
are
very
near
at times, if
numerous. If p a s s i n g
about
your
morning's
catch
of
trout,
broiled
one
has
climbed
high
near, you may see a small
for
lunch
on
the
river
bank
over
a
bed
of
enough,
and
they
may
tumbling brook, or a
coals?
Or
those
land-locked
salmon
you
close
in
like
a
blanket
of
rushing cataract. As the
bring
back
to
camp
for
supper?
Or
Aroosfog,
damp
and
cool,
somedistance increases, it betook County potatoes, baked in their jackets
times hovering over the
comes a murmur.
You
and crowned with melting butter? Or homemountain tops for hours,
may not see the stream at
made blueberry pie from Washington Counor days. S o m e t i m e s,
all, but it's voice comes
ty?
clearing
away in a few
up from the depths, like
No wonder it's Maine for me and me for
moments.
the pulse of vibrant life.
Maine !-Tours and Detours.
Mountain climbing deSquirrels may chatter
velops
a p p r e c i a tion !
at you as you pass by.
After
hard
work,
you
will
more
keenly
enjoy rest. After
An occasional bird may flit nervously about. An eagle,
walking,
you
will
enjoy
more
fully
riding
over fine
which loves high places, may soar overhead. A rabbit
roads.
You
will
have
been
thirsty,
and
the
water
from
may dart across your path, and remain huddled in a soft
the
mountain
brooks
will
seem
like
a
gift
of
the
gods.
brown heap, thinking himself invisible, not yet having
The wide spaces will exhilarate you after having been
learned to fear human beings.
behind four walls. Here is a field for the photographer,
As you come out above the timberline, the exposed
the
geologist, the naturalist, . . . . . and the average
ledges, cliffs and boulders become visible, and probably
person
who enjoys life out of doors.
your first comprehensive view into the surrounding counGo
then,
and climb! ! Katahdin, of course, and Old
try. It is here that you will be likely to experience your
Speck,
Saddleback
and Bigelow!
Perhaps Caribou,
first thrilling sense of altitude, an exhilaration at being
Pleasant, and Boarstone.
The list is long!
Squaw,
in open spaces, unencompassed.
(Continued on Page 24)
A silver ribbon across a ravine may look like a streak
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EMERGENCY RELIEF LEGISLATION
(Continued

from page 10)

name was obtained.
Deviation from this procedure
will not be permitted.
Where camps are operated by the contractor, or by
persons affiliated with the contractor, a charge of more
than ninety cents per day for board and lodging shall
be considered a violation of the minimum wage
specified herein.
Charges in excess of a fair market
price for supplies from company stores will not be
permitted.
No fee of any kind shall be charged or accepted by
the contractor or any of his agents from any person
who obtains work on the project, nor shall any person
be required to pay any fee to any other person or
agency obtaining employment for him on the project.
No charge shall be made for tools used in connection with the duties performed except for loss or damage of property.
Every employee on the work covered by this contract
shall lodge, board and trade where and with whom he
elects, and neither the contractor nor his agents, nor
his employees, shall directly or indirectly require as
a condition of employment that an employee shall
lodge, board or trade at a particular place or with a
particular person.
Where transportation is furnished by the contractor or his agents to any person employed on the
work from the point of hiring to the point where work
is to be done, the charge for such transportation shall
not exceed the rate charged by railroad, bus line or
other public utility for similar service.
All the above provisions shall also apply where
work is to be performed by piece work, station work or
by subcontract. The minimum wage shall be exclusive
of equipment rental on any equipment which the
worker or subcontractor may furnish in connection
with his work.
The work covered by this contract shall be conducted in such a manner that maximum employment
is afforded so far as is practicable during the life of
the contract.
Trend For Hand Labor
Additional special provisions covering details of construction have also been prepared, the trend of which is
to provide for more hand labor so far as is consistent
with reasonable economy of construction.
The Commission believes that every effort should be
made to take up as much as possible of this emergency
apportionment. The law fixes the time of completion on
July 1, 1933, as far as participation of emergency funds
is concerned.
This makes a very difficult situation for
Maine and we presume the condition is the same in
most northern states, where work cannot be carried on
during the winter months. We are most concerned on
account of the time which must necessarily be consumed
in preliminary work
Before any construction work can be started surveys
must be made, detail plans prepared, and estimates of
cost worked up and presented to the Bureau of Public

Roads for approval, work must be advertised for bids
and awards of contracts approved.
All this preliminary
work involves an immense amount of time.
The Commission was fortunate in having plans and
estimates completed for nine miles of construction on
Route 1 in Waldoboro and Warren about the time the
emergency act was approved.
This section was divided
into two projects and submitted to the Government for
approval as emergency projects. Bids have already been
received and contracts awarded subject to approval of
the Bureau of Public Roads.
It is believed that bids can be JQequested in the early
fall for several other projects for which surveys have
been completed.
Surveys are now being made for additional projects.
The Commission has already received many requests
for allotments from the Federal emergency fund for the
improvement of roads not included in the Federal-aid
highway system. The Commission has no authority to
make such allotments.
The Commission can request the
approval of the Federal Government only for the construction of projects located on the Federal-aid highway
system.
State Apportionments
On July 23 the Secretary of Agriculture apportioned
the appropriation of $120,000,000 to the various states
as follows:
State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Sum Apportioned

$2,558,229
1,760,771
2,101,182
4,667,188
2,258,613
778,806
600,000
1,624,752
3,123,298
1,505,912
5,082,847
3,058,980
3,171,504
3,265,048
2,264,637
1,745,559
Maine
1,067,079
Maryland
1,019,570
Massachusetts
1,716,612
Michigan
3,779,706
Minnesota
3,363,559
Mississippi
2,160,164
Missouri
3,753,453
Montana
2,525,071
Nebraska
2,544,773
Nevada
1,575,756
New Hampshire
600,000
New Jersey
1,657,733
New Mexico
1,965,473
(Continued

on Page 25)

His wife determined to cure him of his bad ways, and
with the aid of a sheet and an electric torch transformed
herself into a very fair imitation of a ghost. Then she
went out to the drunkard and shook him.
"Wshash that?" murmured the toper.
"Satan," came the reply in a sepulchral tone.
"Shake handsh, old horsh. I married your sister."

-The Excavating Engineer.
Kit: "Gee, but that date last night was fresh."
Kat: "Why didn't you slap his face?"
Kit: "I did; and take my advice, never slap a guy
when he's chewing tobacco."-Exchange.
Then there was the absentminded motorist who changed his
oil every day- and his shirt every
500 miles.-Georgia Highways.
Teacher:
"Johnny, can you
define nonsense?"
Johnny:
"Yes, teacher - an
elephant hanging over a cliff with
his tail tied to a daisy!"

-The Excavating Engineer.
Conductor: "Can't you see the sign 'No Smoking'?"
Sailor: "Sure, mate, that's plain enough. But there
are so many dippy signs here. Looka there, one says,
'Wear Nemo Corsets.' So I ain't paying attention to any
of them."-The Earth Mover.
A colored man got his nerve together and took a flight
in an airplane. As he climbed out of the ship on his
return to the field he returned to the pilot and said, "Suh,
Ah has to thank you fo' both dem rides."
"What are you talking about?" said the aviator. "You
only had one."
"No, suh," returned the passenger. "Ah had twomah fust an' mah last."-Mississippi Highways.
"It's scandalous to charge us $10 for towing the car
only three or four miles," protested the motorist's wife.
"Never mind, dear," replied hubby, "he's earning it;
I've got my brakes on."-Answers.

"I don't know how to fill out this question."
"What is it?"
"It says, 'Who was your mother before she was
married?' and I didn't have any mother before she was

married."-Tennessee Road Builder.
A man in a hospital for mental cases sat fishing over
a flower bed. A visitor, wishing to be affable, remarked:
"How many have you caught?"
"You're the ninth," was the surprising reply.

-Texas Highways.
Wamby:
friend?"

"And what parable do you like best, my
Issler:
"The one about the
multitude that loafs and fishes."

-Capper's.
An ant was gazing longing I y at
the carcass of a dead horse when a
rum runner's car passed. A case
of liquor bounced off the car and
the bottles broke. The ant immediate! y proceeded to quench his
thirst.
Then grabbing the dead
horse by the tail he shouted lustily, "Come on, big boy, we're going home."

-Mississippi Highways.
A stranger in town, seeing the crowd in the square,
asked an old negro what was going on.
"Man makin' a speech," was the reply.
"Who is he?"
"Ah, don't rightly know, suh, but he shuh does
recommend hisself very highly."-Arizona
Highways.
That dust pall in the distance is merely Old Man Depression making tracks for where-at-he-came-from.

-The Missouri Magazine.
"Do you want gas?" asked the dentist as he placed the
patient in the chair.
"Yes", said the absent-minded professor. "About five
gallons-and take a look at the oil."

-California Highways and Public Warks.
Page Twenty-one
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Town of Litchfield Proves Value
of Cooperation ln Road Building
HE town of Litchfield, situated in Kennebec County
about half way between the cities of Lewiston and
Gardiner, is a good example of what cooperation
can do in regards to highway improvements.

T

This town depends entirely on agriculture for its livelihood and is doing everything possible to improve its
principal highways. By improving a practical system of
highways it will furnish outlets to the many farms and
facilitate the transportation of farm produce to market.
Of the 20.03 miles of improved highways in Litchfield
the greater part of these improvements have been accomplished through assistance furnished by the State under
the different laws applying to State aid and Third Class
highway construction funds.
State highway No. 126 extends 3.68 miles through the
northern part of the town. This highway is of gravel
construction
and surface-treated with tar.
Approximately one mile of this highway has been improved by
State aid funds and 2.68 miles by State Highway funds.
This highway passes through the settlement locally
known as "Batchelders" and the summer resort of
"Tacoma",
State Aid highway No. 1 extends from the LitchfieldW ales town line in the southwestern part of the town to
the Litchfield-West Gardiner town line in the northeastern part of the town. This highway passes through
the villages of "Litchfield Corner" and "Litchfield
Plains". On this highway is located the fair grounds, a
number of schools and churches, as well as many fine
farms.

State Aid No. 1 is 10.90 miles in length

which 8.5 miles has been improved

of

by State aid funds.

Current Report Shows 9,200 ffien
Emploued
The current report on Third Class, State Aid and
Special Resolve construction work, as given out by the
State Highway Commission for the month of July, shows
a total of 9,200 men employed and 2,321 trucks and 457
teams in service.
Specific items in the report show, as included in the
hired personnel, 44 7 foremen; 60 equipment operators;
2,321 truck drivers; 457 teamsters and 5,915 unskilled
laborers.
Forty-seven per cent of the program of
classes of construction is completed to date,
schedule being well ahead of that of 1931.
to a great extent, to the early start, the past

these three
the general
This is due,
Spring.

This highway is of gravel construction with the surface
treated with calcium chloride.
State Aid highway No. 3 extends from State aid highway No. 1 from a point near the center of the town to
the Litchfield-West Gardiner town line in the northern
part .of the town. This highway passes through the settlement locally known as "Batchelders" also the village
of Litchfield where the Post Office is located. This highway furnishes a connection between the Southern and
Northern part of the town as well as connecting State
Aid highway No. 1 and State highway No. 126. This
highway of 5.25 miles extends entirely through farm
lands and 4.05 miles has been improved from State and
Town funds. The construction is of gravel and the surface has been treated with calcium chloride.
State Aid highway No. 4 extends from State Aid highway No. 3 in the northern part of the town to the Litchfield-West Gardiner town line. This highway of 1.20
miles, when completed, will furnish an important highway from Litchfield village to many summer homes on
Lake Cobbosseecontee.
Third class highway No. 1 which extends from the
village of "Litchfield Corner" in the Southern part of the
town to the Litchfield-Bowdoin town line. This highway
is a section of Route No. 197 and an important link in
the highway leading to the Richmond toll bridge. This
Third Class highway is 4.90 miles in length and 3.80
miles has been improved from Third Class funds.
When the unimproved sections are improved on this
system of highways the town will have a fine system
connecting the different settlements and serving many of
the fine farms.

State Takes Over Holden- Dedham UJork
On the seventeenth of August the State Highway Commission held a conference with the Portland Construction
Company, contractors for Federal Aid project Number
103-E, in Holden and Dedham.
As a result of this conference the contracting company
decided to abandon the contract and the Commission
voted to take over and complete the work on the daylabor basis.

It is much better to tell people how to get on than to
tell them where to get off.-Highwa)'S of Happiness.
Seventeen thousand consolidated schools in the United
States last year used 49,000 motor buses to transport
pupils.
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Hiqhuiaq Commission Bulletin Gives
Facts Regarding Construction

I

N the latest bulletin issued by the State Highway
Commission, the following general information is
given relative to highway construction work at pres-

ent in progress:
RouTE l-Saco-3.00 miles-Bituminous Macadam. Beginning at Cascade Road and extending into city.
Greater part of the work is widening present pavement. Travel allowed.
RouTE l--Edgecomb-Newcastle-3.62 miles-Grave
1.
Travel allowed over work.
RouTE l-Damariscotta-Nobleboro-7.34
miles-Gravel.
Travel allowed
Alternate route
surface by way
scotta Mills and

over work.
with tarred
of DamariNobleboro.

RouTE 1 - Waldoboro-Warren 9.00 miles-Gravel.
Mostly
on new location. Work to
start last of August.

R ouTE

l - Lincolnville-3.98
miles-Gravel.
Travel allowed over work.

RouTE 26--Poland-7.21 miles-Bituminous Macadam.
Travel allowed over work.
RouTE 26--0xford-3.75 miles-Bituminous Macadam.
Travel allowed over work. Alternate route for part
of project from Five Corners on Route 26 to Mechanic Falls and Route 121 to Welchville.
ROUTE 100--Clinton-4.89 miles--Concrete--Pittsfield,
Detroit and Palmyra-7.12 miles-Concrete. Travel
allowed but alternate route provided from Fairfield
to Hinckley, Canaan and Newport. Through travel
advised to take Route 138 from Augusta to Hampden, then Route 1 to Bangor.

A Big Day
On July 28, the crew of Amos

D. Bridge's Sons, Inc., working on
Route 100, just east of Pittsfield
village, laid fifty-five concrete
slabs, or a total of 2200 feet.
Eleven and one-half hours was the
time.
It is believed that this record
stands as the largest day's work
ever done on concrete in the

ROUTE l--Holden-Dedham-5.89
State.
miles-Bituminous Macadam.
Travel allowed over w_ork.
RouTE l--Ellsworth-6.16 miles-Bituminous Macadam.
Travel allowed over work. Oneway alternate route
provided for traffic going east.

UJork

RouTE 100 - Waterville-Oakland
-3.24
miles-B a s e with
temporary surface. Travel allowed over work. Alternate
route marked by way of Sidney road to Oakland.
RouTE 100-Dexter-l.43 miles
-Concrete.
In Dexter Village.
One way traffic over
the job and detour in opposite direction.
Ro u TE 101-Washington-3.50
miles-Gravel.
Travel al-

lowed over work.
RouTE 102-Liberty-Palermo - 5.00 miles Travel allowed over work.

Grave

1.

RouTE I-Baileyville-Baring and Calais-7.95 milesGravel.
Travel allowed over work with exception
of about two miles at north end where detour is pro-

RouTE 116-Naples-l.25 miles-Bituminous Macadam.
Travel allowed over work.

vided.
RouTE 1-Presque Isle-5.91 miles:-B i t um i n o u s
Macadam. Travel allowed over work but alternate
route provided from Presque Isle to Caribou.

over work.
ROUTE 128-Edgecomb-3.00 miles-Grading and base.
Travel allowed over work.

RouTE 1-A-Mars Hill-Westfield-4.00 miles-Bituminous Macadam. Travel allowed over work.
RouTE 2-Hennon-Carmel-2_00
miles-C o n c r e t e.
Travel allowed over work and uses present road
where construction is on new location.
RouTE 4,_Berwick-About

3.00 miles-Gravel.

allowed over work.
ROUTE 25-Gorham and
crete.
Travel allowed
from Mosher's Corner,
bago Lake and road to

Travel

Standish-8.66 miles-Conbut alternate route provided
following Route 114 to SeStandish Corner.

RouTE 126--Wales-3.00 miles-Gravel. Travel allowed

RoUTE l 74r-Bucksport-Orland-4.58
Travel allowed over work.

miles-Gravel.

Half way through 1932 it appears more certain than
ever that motor vehicle fatalities, for the first time in history, will show a decline this year, says Public Safety.
The six-month fatality estimate is 12,940 deaths, ten per
cent less than the total in the same months of 1931, and
eight per cent below 1930.
American motorists took 4,909,989 automobiles into
Canada during 1931 and spent about $188,000,000.
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THRILL OF MOUNTAIN CONQUESTS
(Continued

from Page 19)

Chase, Pocomoonshine, and Schoodic, Big Spencer,
Aziscoos, Megunticook and Kennebago. There are more
than 350 of them! Don't pass up Tumbledown, Blue,
Kineo and Streaked! I am sorry that space will not permit a complete list. Many of these names are familiar
to you, but do you know about Almanac, Elephant,
Musquash, Pogy and Sabattus?
Mountains are scattered over various parts of Maine,
and most of us have access to them, without much expense. Whether seen in the bright light of mid-day, or

may be correct. It would be interesting to know to just
what use the land at Wayne was put before it was
swamped with sand.
But after everyone has expressed his personal theory,
it is still a fact that we have a number of very dry
deserts spotted around amid wide tracts of fertile farm
land, lakes and streams, and towering trees. Just how
it happens that such verdant country as Maine should
have such arid nooks is not explained.
Each year thousands of tourists visit the "Desert of
Maine", enjoying its contrast with the surrounding landscape. Those interested in its origin pursue novel experiments, digging deep into its sandy depths, finding
there such things as the tops of deep trees, once much
alive, untouched by sand.
The rolling dunes of Freeport and Wayne are easily
reached. The former is at the end of a two mile sandy
road off Highway No. 1. At Wayne it is best to inquire
in the village. A drive of a few· miles is necessary.
Shiloh, of more importance for its "Holy Ghost and Us"
history than for its sands, is best reached through Lewiston.

BRIDGE DEPARTMENT
View from Maiden Cliff on Mt. Megunticook, Camden
the evening shadows, in the feathery green of spring, or
the painted foliage of fall, or blanketed by winter snows,
they command attention. We treasure them, these great
silent enduring sentinels of our state.
Amid the stern realities of this world, and the pressure
of the modern ways of living, and their responsibilities,
whatever will lift a man out of his mental and physical
bondage is something beyond price. This is the gift of
the mountains. There does one find power to stimulate
the imagination, to restore health, to renew a normal outlook upon life, and to spread before his eyes a broad
outlook and a new horizon. This, freely offered is one
of the greatest gifts to the race. Use Maine highways,
and let them lead you among Maine mountains.

ODD SHOTS

(Continued

from Page 13)

Route 201-Forks Pit., The Forks Bridge: Traffic using old bridge.
Route 209-Phippsburg-Bath,
Winnegance:
New
bridge open to traffic.
No route-Stow, Cold River Bridge:
Temporary
bridge.
No route-Limington, Webster Mill Bridge: Temporary bridge provided.
No route-Chelsea, Trask Bridge: Detour.
No route--Williamatic, Goodall Bridge: Temporary
bridge provided.
No route--Hampden, Cold Brook Bridge:
Not yet
started.
No route-Kenduskeag,
Village Bridge: Temporary
bridge provided.
No route-Thorndike, Burleigh Ward Bridge: Temporary bridge provided.
No route-Trescott, Rice Bridge: Temporary bridge
provided.

(Continued from Page 18)
playful proddings, dislodging and grinding 'neath his
cloven feet sufficient of the earth to effect the beginning
of a desert.
The bull story appears to have a certain basis in fact.
A farm over which the central part of the desert now
rests was once a large sheep ranch. The flocks kept the
grass cropped closely, so closely that that land became
almost barren. The sand gained a foothold, breaking
through the grass roots in small areas. Now the whole
has become a rapidly growing desert. This explanation

Large Number of Jobs
Cf o Be Started Shortlq
While 217 sections on Third Class, Special Resolve
and State Aid work, are completed to date, the latest
report states that there are approximately 425 jobs yet
to be started.
A large majority of this work will get under way
during the present month of September, the remainder,
in October.
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(Continued from Page 15)
established a beaver preserve where can be seen the
workings of these very interesting animals. In the lower
pond the darn and the house are within plain view of the
road.
Continuing on our way we pass the headquarters of
the Forest Service lookout man, the Appalachian mountain trail which extends over to the White Mountains and
see the scarred face of Old Spec caused by a land slide at
the time of the Vermont flood in 1927. We soon come
out into open field in the town of Grafton and have left
the Bear River, which flows south-eastward and are now
following the Cambridge River which flows north-westward. All along this river may be found beaver dams
and beaver workings.
Ahead of us is the town of Upton, situated on a hill
top over looking Lake Umbagog, the lower lake of the
Rangeley chain and the source of the Androscoggin
River. Driving down from Upton toward the New
Hampshire line will be seen one of the out-standing lake
views of the State with beautiful Lake Umbagog, with
birch points making out into the blue water and all
mountain-surrounded.
From here we turn homeward
and if we do not mind a few miles of back country road,
will drive down through the second notch of this section
to Andover.
Andover is located on the road to South Arm of
Richardson lake and presents a pleasing change from
the wild and wooded to the agriculture. We pass on
through South Andover, North Rumford to Rumford
Point where we cross the river on one of those interesting
current ferries, many of which are now equipped with
motors for more rapid progress. Here we take route 120
through North Woodstock to Bryant's Pond and from
there back on route 26 to Norway-Paris.
We've made our trip, we've seen old friends, we've
made new ones, our feet have trod familiar paths-no
matter where it is it's great to get Back Home!

EconomlJ Program Bars
Taking Traffic Census
For the first time in many years, no traffic census is
being taken in Maine this year
For the sake of saving money in as many ways as
possible, the State Highway Commission felt that the
work of taking a traffic census could be eliminated during

Leading With

SO CONY!
and Service
Dealers
Stations along Maine1s
Fine Highways Are
Ready to Serve ....

-

YOU

-

EMERGENCY RELIEF LEGISLATION
(Continued from Page 20)
Sum
State
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Hawaii
Total

Apportioned

6,059,238
2,888,251
1,933,901
4,490,175
2,888,723
2,001,740
5,267,060
600,000
1,666,755
2,004,573
2,605,160
7,664,621
1,395,331
600,000
2,256,178
1,920,470
1,323,912
2,991,076
1,541,561
600,000

$120,000,000

the present season.
Maine's bonds sell above par, indicating that investors appreciate values back of them. There's a reason

for those values.-Kennebec Journal.

State Highway police in Maine inspected 17,972 passenger motor vehicles and 2,145 trucks during the
month of July.
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Road Construction UJork
Benefits Illillion Tllen
By E. E.
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During 1931 the business of building rural highways
and streets was one of the few industries that proceeded
at a normal pace, a pace that kept something like a
million men busy in actual road construction.
In the words of Thomas H. MacDonald, chief of the
Bureau of Public Roads, "for each individual so employed the total highway expenditure provides additional
indirect employment equivalent to two other persons.
This does not mean only two men actually employed
indirectly, since production of materials and equipment
and transportation may involve part time of many persons, but rather employment equivalent to full time for
two other persons."
From this it can be seen that in the neighborhood of
three million men were benefited by the 1931 road and
street program.
Considering families the number becomes some ten or twelve million people.
Road and street construction in 1932 must approach
the 1931 level, highway authorities assert, in order to
avoid further unemployment and to prevent any counteraction against whatever pickup general business will
enjoy.
Diversion of highway funds to other purposes must
be guarded against, it is pointed out. In some communities proposals have been made to divert gasoline tax
money and other road funds to uses such as retirement
of bonded indebtedness, public welfare work, and bolstering up of various items of deficiency.
Rarely do these proposals suggest a creative use, but
are almost entirely of a nature that will directly contribute to further unemployment.
In a middle western
county the diversion of gasoline tax money is being
urged. If this movement is successful between twelve
and fifteen thousand men will be thrown out of work.
Such actions will distinctly delay the return of normal

0

z z

business.
Construction of roads and streets and other public
improvements constitute a logical method of combatting
unemployment, for while furnishing jobs, expenditures
for such projects bring the taxpayer the things he needs.
From 75 to 85 per cent of the money so spent goes
directly and indirectly to labor.
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"What makes you eat your ice cream first and your
soup last?"
"Since my stomach's upset, I eat my food backwards."

-North Dakota Highway Bulletin.
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Progress Report ls ~iven On
State Hiqhuzau Iflaterials Surueu
REPORT on the progress being made on the State
Materials Survey, which was started some two
years ago, appears in the recent Second Series
Report of the Maine State Geologist.
H. Walter Leavitt, Testing Engineer at the State Highway Materials Laboratory, University of Maine, is the
author of the article. His account of the accomplishments to date, together with an outline of
the work remaining to be done, serves to furnish an idea as to the value of this collection of data, especially as it may serve
in future road construction.
Mr. Leavitt's article is herein reprinted, in part, and it may be
noted that he expresses the hope
that timely criticisms and suggestions regarding both the economic and geologic phases
of this work may be made.

A

Since the establishment
of t h e
Highway Materials
T e s t i n g Laboratories at the University of Maine in
1914, there has been
collected much information concerning the rocks, sands,
and gravels of the
State, in connection
with the examination of samples submitted for analysis.
However, because of
the lack of uniformity in the methods
of sampling and the
general inadequacy
Sc.ALE
or
MtLE3
20
_JO
.ff?
!fO
of the data accompanying the samples
as to the exact location, area, and volume of the deposit,
and the omission of any information as to the glacial
and geological character of the deposits, the information
gained from this service of the Highway Materials Testing Laboratories is not a satisfactory basis for informing
those interested concerning the resources of the State in

these important highway materials. There is an urgent
demand for such information today because of the extensive road and bridge building program of this State, with
the resultant increased need for greater quantities of
better quality material.
Accordingly, such a State Materials Survey was started
on June 17, 1930 and is still in progress.
The cooperating agencies behind this
project are the Maine State Highway
Commission; the University of Maine
(Coe Research Fund); and the Maine
Technology Experiment Station, Paul
Cloke, Director.
Valuable assistance and help has
also been furnished by Mr. Joseph
Conrad Twinem, State Geologist; Dr.
Edward H. Perkins, Assistant State
Geologist;
Mr. M. R. Stackpole,
District Engineer Water Resources
Branch of the Maine Public Utilities
Commission; and Professor James
W. Goldthwait of the Department of Geology at Dartmouth
and Geologist for the New
Hampshire State Highway Department.
Project is l)nique

A,#lfCA

C'OVE,,.CD

This project is unique
in that it is planned to be
the most complete survey
of its kind ever attempted
by any state. New Hampshire has worked along
similar lines and the New
Hampshire Highway Reports for the years
1919-20, 1921-22,

/.9.!J/

and 1925-26 give
excerpts from progNor
3Vl"tVEYED
ress reports of their
work. Some of the
mid - western states
have also made gravel surveys, but so far as the authors
have been able to learn the scope of the work has, in most
cases, been limited to economic interests only. The Maine
Survey will include both economic and geological data.
The final report will be divided into two parts and pubL>

nE'MAIN/Na

lished separately.
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Part I will deal with the economic aspects of the survey
which are of immediate interest to engineers and contractors using the materials for building purposes; and
Part II will describe the glacial geology of the State. Part
I will supplement Maine Technology Experiment Station
Bulletin No. 6 ....
Part II will supplement the report
of Mr. Geo. H. Stone, "The Glacial Gravels of Maine and
their Associated Deposits," U. S. Geological Survey, Vol.
XXIV, (1899) and will be reported by Dr. Edward H.
Perkins, Professor of Geology at Colby College, and consulting geologist of this survey ....
The field work of this survey started June 17, 1930.
During the first season's work the party consisted of
Horace A. Pratt, Assistant Field Engineer; Joseph M.
Trefethen, Assistant Field Geologist; Dr. Edward H. Perkins, Geologist; and H. Walter Leavitt, Director of the
Survey. The second season's work employed the same
crew with the addition of two new members, Mrs. Pratt
and Mrs. Trefethen. The equipment consisted of one and
one-half ton G. M. C. State Highway truck with canvas
covered body, tenting and camping outfit, sampling kits,
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Locating Deposits
The method of attack consisted in first locating all deposits that had been opened. Information as to locality
of existing deposits was obtained from local road men,
maintenance patrol men, town road commissioners, and
local inhabitants. Whenever and wherever these worked
deposits were extensive enough to define the local conditions, no exploring was done. When few deposits were
found, an endeavor was made to locate new deposits. The
geologists were very helpful in this connection, in many
cases their study of the topographic sheets leading to
some important discoveries. After the location of a deposit, the whole crew began immediately to gather the
required information. . . .
A nestable set of sieves was used to screen the proper
sizes for the test samples. The location data was recorded, together with such characteristics as character of
top of pit, amount of overburden, average face, etc. The
geologists classified the deposits as to glacial origin, etc.
A lithological count was made upon 100 gravel pebbles,
selected at random and recorded on the gravel data sheet.
A rough estimate was also made of the volume of the
deposits and the respective percentages of sand and
gravel. ...
This particular section of the State (reference is made
to Oxford county vicinities) is quite well supplied with
both sand and gravel deposits. Many portions of the
State, however, are not so well blessed and in those portions the data of this survey will be very valuable. Of
course, most all the deposits shown are of good and
acceptable quality. One interested in the physical char-
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acteristic of any deposit must refer to the record of tests
performed upon the sample taken for that deposit. In
this way, not only the good and bad materials may be
located, but in sections where there are many deposits
one may choose that deposit which gives the best test
results for the particular use to which the material may

DOWFLAKE
CALCIUM

CHLORIDE

be put.

Areas Surveyed
The area of the State to be surveyed is shown in Fig. 5.
(Progress map.)
This cut also shows the areas covered in the first two
seasons' work. In 1930, 3,694 square miles were sur. veyed and a total of 670 samples were taken for test.
In 1931, an area of 6,739 square miles were surveyed,
and 1,264 samples were taken. Improved technique and
the two additional members of the survey party made
possible this marked increase over the first season's work.
There is left for the season of 1932, 7,639 square miles
to complete the survey. It is expected that it will be
necessary to gather llOO or 1200 samples to complete
the project.
No small portion of the work involved in this survey
is the testing of the samples collected by the field party.
These samples are trucked to the Highway Materials
Testing laboratories in Wingate Hall at the University
of Maine. Here they are being tested by the regular
laboratory force consisting of Mr. Leo Day, Mr. Clayton Sawyer and Mr. R. L. Annis. Mr. Pratt has also
devoted much time to the testing work, as well as to the
final mapping and drafting work.
The gravel samples are given a severe wear test during
which eleven barrels of the material of four sizes are
rotated in a steel drum for 10,000 revolutions. The time
required for each wear test is five hours. Four samples
are run at the same time, and the machines are equipped
with an electric stop-clock so that an extra run can be
made at night. Other testing upon gravel is performed
as indicated in the outline of gravel tests which follows:
Sample No., Town, Owner, Date Tested, Specific Gravity, Wear Test, (/r) Loss, Shape, Lithological Count, Type
of Deposit, Volume in Cubic Yards, % Gravel in Pit,
Surface, Overburden (in ft.), Average Face (in ft.),
Grading, Used for, Remarks.

Sand and Rock Tests
The sand samples are tested also in the Highway
Laboratories. Briefly, the sand is mixed with a standard
Portland cement and tested in tension and compression
at the ages of seven and twenty-eight days. Twelve test
specimens are made from each sample of sand. The
grading of the sand is also determined, as well as the
colorimetric Lest for organic impurities and other tests
(Continued on Page 31)
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Effective

DUST CONTROL

You can settle the dust question this summer with
Dowflake Calcium Chloride. Dowflake is the clean, white,
odorless, non-tracking material that controls dust with
clean moisture absorbed from the air. It gives roads that
moist, firm, inviting appearance that makes pleasant
driving.
Dowflake is easy to apply. Spread upon the road, it
melts itself into the surface, binds the road materials, and
holds them on the surface where they belong. It keeps
roads moist and dust-free for long periods of time. It
simplifies maintenance, and reduces both maintenance and
surface material replacement costs.
Use Dowflake Calcium Chloride this season. We will
gladly send complete information.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New York Branch Office:
60 E. 42nd Street, New York City

Maine Representative:
John P. Webster & Co.,
61 Main Street, New Coe Building, Bangor, Maine
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A STORY OF PENNIES
{Continued

from page 14)

on the public highways, or in such vehicles as run only
on rails or tracks, or in stationary engines, or in mechanical or industrial arts, or for any other commercial
use except in motor vehicles operated or intended to be
operated upon the public highways.
Those who have paid the tax of four cents per gallon
are reimbursed to the extent of three fourths of the
amount of the tax, upon presenting to the state tax assessor an affidavit accompanied by the original invoices showing such purchases; provided that applications for refunds are filed within nine months from the
date of purchase. A careful check is kept and any
doubtful claims are referred to the field investigator.

The Collection Work
The major function of the gasoline tax division is the
collection of the gasoline tax throughout the state.
One
might think that this work would be mere routine in

those of the purchasers. This, together with the double
check of the railroad companies in Maine, all of which
make a monthly report of gasoline received at their
various stations, makes the evasion rather difficult.
In addition to this a special investigator, with auditors
from the state auditor's office, checks railroad and water
terminals, visits the offices of the distributors and audits
the accounts and records and, in many cases, works in
conj unction with some of the distributors who have the
State's interest at heart regarding the gas tax collection,
in order that others, as well as themselves, may receive
proper protection against unscrupulous distributors.
This widespread cooperation has probably brought nearly $100,000 to the state.
Many other states in which the problem of evasion is
much greater than in this state have paid a high compliment to Maine by writing to the state officials and inquiring in what way Maine succeeds so admirably in
defeatir>:; the would-be tax evaders in their aims.
The cost of administration of the gasoline tax for the
first six months in 1931 was $17,800.97, while for the
corresponding period this year the cost was $11,782.63,
a difference of $6,018.34; or a per cent gain of 33.8o/o.
This Division has been greatly aided in its work by the
helpful assistance rendered by the State Auditor: the
State Police and the States of New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Pennsylvania.
With this assistance and the
cooperation of the major oil companies the honest and
law abiding dealer and distributor of gasoline will have
no cause for complaint against unscrupulous dealers.
"What's happened, George?" she asked her husband,
who had got out of the car to investigate.
"Puncture," he said briefly.
"You ought to have been on the lookout for this," was
the helpful remark. "You remember the guide warned
you there was a fork in the road."
"How much does it cost to run your new car?"
"Can't say yet, but it cost me $25 to leave it standing
today."

s I fiN s

PLAIN AND REFLECTING BUTTON
An Inviting Roadside Sign
that without a doubt distributors would readily render
their reports and make prompt payments of the amounts
due the State. This is true to a certain extent but as in
every business there are those, who, if permitted, will not
meet their responsibilities.
A profit of four cents per gallon above the regular
profit might be tempting to many and because of this a
very careful office check is made of the reports of the
major companies, showing tank car shipments, with
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as outlined in specimen of sand data .sheet as follows:
Sand No. S, Town, Owner, Date Mixed, Color, %
Water, Flow, % Granitic, Mechanical Analysis, Tensile
Strength (7 and 28 day), Compressive Strength (7 and
28 day), Volume in Cu. Y ds., Specific Gravity, Surface
Area, Surface, Overburden (in It.}, Average Face (in
ft.), Type of Deposit, Used for, Remarks.
The rock samples are also given a wear test somewhat
similar to that of the gravel samples. A specimen of the
rock data follows:
Sample No., Town, Owner, Date Tested, Specific Gravity, Wear Test, % Loss, French Coef. of Wear, Type of
Rock, Remarks.
The report will be published in two volumes as previously indicated. Volume I will give the data of immediate concern to the engineering and commercial interests. There will be over two hundred pages of maps.
In addition there will be data test reports on at least
3,000 samples.
The issuing of this report at this time is for the purpose of acquainting the people of this State with the
scope of the project with the hope that some constructive
criticisms may result. It is the desire of all of the members of the survey to make this work as useful as possible.
With this end in view, they sincerely hope that those who
read these pages will send in their criticisms and suggestions of both the economic and geologic phases of this
work so that the final report may be more valuable to
all concerned. All sugge~tions should be addressed to
the author at the University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Bath is a famous shipbuilding city, and it is here that
the motorist tr avel ina over Maine highways crosses the
Kennebec River on the new $3,000,000 State Bridge to
Woolwich, the town in which Sir William Phipps was
born. Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro and Thomaston are fine old Maine seacoast towns filled with history.
In Edgecomb, across the bridge from Wiscasset, the house
which was to have been the home of Marie Antoinette
is still standing, and a block house of Colonial days is
hardly three minutes' run from the highway. At Thomaston is buried General Henry Knox, Washington's chief
of staff, and the first secretary of war which the United
States ever had. A reproduction of his home, Montpelier,
is now open to visitors.
The average stranger does not realize that Maine is
one-third mountainous with elevations as high as one
mile and that some of the most beautiful views of the
White Mountains of New Hampshire are to be obtained
from the Maine side of the interstate line.

THE KENNEBEC JOURNAL
PRINT

SHOP

gives special attention to
small printing jobs and
delivers them promptly
Call 135
20 Willow Street

Augusta, Maine

The Famous Falmouth Hotel
PORTLAND, MAINE
Official Headquarters
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
also PORTLAND ROTARY CLUB
Fine Grill and Cafeteria
Maine's Best Known All the Year Around Hotel

200 ROOMS BA TH

Rates $2.00 up

RICHARD I. PETERSON, Manager
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UNIVERSITY
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PENN CULVERT COMPANY
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Cambridge,
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Ta~111ae
MAKES GOOD ROADS

Koppers Products Company, Inc.
Providence, R. I. - Boston, Mass.
Distributing Plant - Portland, Me.

Illaine Hiqhuau Officials
Visit Neighbor States
Officials of the State Highway Department recently
returned from a trip of several days which included visits
to the stales of New Hampshire, Vermont and New York.
Those in the party were Chairman Frank A. Peabody,
of the State Highway Cornmission ; Commissioner Willis
E. Swift; A. J. Wiggin, Superintendent of Maintenance,
and Chief Engineer Lucius D. Barrows.
While in New Hampshire the party visited several
projects now under construction and likewise made a
special note of highway beautification work being carried
on in that State. New Hampshire has devoted considerable effort and obtained most encouraging results in the
way of improving the shoulders along its concrete highways through seeding grass. It has also done more or
less planting to advantage. Especially representative of
this endeavor are the highways leading from Gorham,
New Hampshire, to the Maine line.
In Vermont, the party likewise visited various of the
construction projects and was especially impressed with
the mixed-in-place bituminous surface work being carried
on in that State.
Prior to returning home, the Maine officials went on
to Troy, New York, where they held a conference with
Mr. A. G. Bruce, District Engineer for the Bureau of
Public Roads, on the matter of emergency Federal aid.

Emerqencu Fund Program

Speeds Hiqhuiaq Activities
Every possible means is being employed by the State
of Maine to take advantage of the funds made available
through Emergency Federal Aid.
Surveys and plans are being worked out as fast as
they can be handled by Highway officials in an effort
to start various projects this Fall. It is hoped that bids
for other jobs, in addition to those already advertised,
wi ll be announced shortly.
Considerable planning and survey work is necessary
on the part of the officials, in order to meet all regulations and specifications of the Emergency fund, further
details of which may be gained through referring to the
article of Commissioner Willis E. Swift, in another part
of this issue of Maine Highways.
The bishop of London, speaking al a meeting recently,
said that when he was in America he had learned to say
to his chauffeur, "Step on the gas, George;" but so far
he had not summoned sufficienl courage lo say lo the
Archbishop of Canterbury, "O. K., Chief."

-Studebaker Wheel.
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Hiqhuiaqs At A Bargain
"The public can buy highways at a bargain now-the
savings in cost probably will more than offset the interest charges on road bonds," states W. R. Smith, president of the American Road Builders' Association, according to a contemporary.
"Relief of unemployment might well be concentrated
on road and street construction that has been well tested
and found efficient," Mr. Smith declared. He adds, in
substance:
Road building has been tested during the past year
as a means of relieving unemployment and has been
found most satisfactory. More than a million men are
now employed on roads and streets. Two other men are
busy furnishing each road worker with supplies.
Money spent on public roads is spread over a wide
area in both country and city. The dollar spent in road
and street construction has double value; it pays the
bills of the worker, and thereby aids in creating a
stronger market for commodities, and it has a permanent
value in decreasing the cost of highway travel that affects
everyone.
A man out of a job needs it where he lives and road
and street work bring the job to him. Highway work
readily absorbs men from all classes of industry temporarily inactive.
The public can buy highways at a bargain now-the
savings in cost probably will more than offset the interest charges on road bonds. Relief of unemployment
might well be concentrated_ on road and street construction that has been well tested and found efficient.
A Scot was engaged in an argument with a conductor
as to whether the fare was 25 or 30 cents. Finally the
disgusted conductor picked up the Scotchman's suitcase
and tossed it off the train, just as they passed over a
bridge. It landed with a splash.
"Mon," screamed Sandy, "isn't it enough to try and
overcharge me, but now you try to drown my little boy."

-Exchange.
Teacher: "Willie, what is an adult?"
Willie: "An adult is one that has stopped growmg
except in the middie.-Texas Highways.
A Chicago youngster put two small children on a street
car and ran along beside it himself. "It's all right,
mister," he yelled to the conductor. "I'm takin' the two
kids to 64th street. Let 'em off there."
"Sure," said the conductor, "but how about their
fare?"
"h's all right," yelled the boy. "They don't pay fare;
they're under five."

Economy budgets
simply won't stand it!
T

O save maintenance costs on gravel-type roads you have to
save the road surface. That's why dust prevention with Solvay
Calcium Chloride is a necessity and not a luxury. It's a real downright economy measure because it saves valuable surface material.
In many instances it saves in replacements more than enough to
pay for itself.
Naturally, by holding surface materials on the road, Calcium
Chloride also saves the cost of labor needed to replace them. And
in addition, this ideal surface binder makes blading and dragging
easier, more convenient, and more economical.
All these are important savings which you can't afford to overlook
in times like the present. And for your own comfort, remember,
too, that Solvay treatment will not only save money-it will stop
kicks because it keeps roads smooth, dustless, and pleasant to use.
Write today for free booklet 16816.

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION
Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by
The Solvay Process Company

61 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

SQ.A~Y-~Y ~

Calcium
FOR

IDEAL

Chloride

FLAKE 77%-80%

DUST

PREVENTION
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Projects

UJork At UJaldoboro To
Start After Labor Dau
Ernerqencu Federal UJork

Advertised For

Bids on four Emergency Federal Aid projects will be
opened at the offices of the State Highway Commission
on Wednesday, September 14th, at 11 o'clock, Eastern

Work on the two Emergency Federal Aid projects in
Waldoboro, awarded on August 20th, will be started
after Labor Day, it was recently announced.

Standard Time.
The projects are as follows:
Number 126-C, in Porter. Length, 2.56 miles; gravel.
Number 139-B, in Weston. Length, 3.08 miles; gravel.
(This is a combined Federal Aid and State project.)
Number 141-A, in Harrison-Otisfield-Norway.
Length,

The so-called Waldoboro-Warren project is 5.52 miles
in length and the Waldoboro project is 3.50 miles in

5.64 miles; gravel.
Number 85-H, in Dover-Foxcroft.

Length, 2.82 miles;

gravel.
Murphy had been careless in handling the blasting
powder in the quarry and Duffy had been deputed to
break the news gently to the widow.
"Mrs. Murphy," he said, "isn't it today the fellow
calls for the weekly payment of Murphy's life msurance ?"
"It is," answered Mrs. Murphy.
"Well, now, a word in your ear," said Duffy. "S~re
ye can snap your fingers at the fellow today."

length.
We acknowledge with pleasure receipt of the new
monthly bulletin of the New Hampshire State Highway
Department, New Ham.pshire Highways. It is a thoroughly fine issue, attractive in make-up and interesting
from cover to cover. Congratulations to Editor Gardner
and the Highway Department of our neighbor State.
Autocides far overshadow both homicides and suicides
in a three-cornered
race to the cemetery.
More than
three times as many people meet death in motor vehicle
accidents as at the hands of criminals. For every suicide
there are approximately two motor vehicle deaths. In
explanation the National Safety Council wisely concludes that: "It is high time for the individual driver
to realize and accept his full responsibilities."

-New Hampshire Highways.

-Mississippi Highways.

Ralp~ M. Davis
General Contractor
Old Town, Maine
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This 96" GOHI Corrugated
Culvert
was
installed in Wake County,
N. C., in 1912. It is in

perfect condition todayshows no wear at allafter battling corrosion
and weather for 20 years.
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'Von Want ..in the fjroantl
I
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T is the Pure Iron alloyed with the right amount of copper
that gives GOHI Corrugated Culverts their rust-resisting

and lasting qualities. The guaranteed analysis of GOHI base
metal is 99.90% Pure Iron-Copper Alloy. Greater purity cannot be produced except by laboratory methods, and science to
date has not produced a culvert metal with higher resistance
to corrosion and weather. For nearly a quarter century, GOH!
Culverts have been demonstrating their low-cost-per-year
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service. Write today for full information.
BANCROFT®

MARTIN ROLLING

MILLS COMPANY

South Portland, Maine
Telephone Forest 4640.
GOHI Culverts meet copper-bearing pure
iron requirements in all accepted specifications for corrugated metal culverts.
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